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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an extension of the WAM (Warren Abstract Machine)
for a logic programming language called LLP which is based on intuitionisic
linear logic. LLP is a subset of Lolli and includes additive and multiplicative
conjunction, linear implication in a goal, exponential (!), and the constant 1. The
extension of the WAM is mainly for eﬃcient resource management: especially
for resource look-up and deletion. In our design, only one table is maintained to
keep resources during the execution. Looking-up of a resource is done through
a hash table. Deletion of a resource is done by just “marking” the entry in the
table. Our prototype compiler produces 25 times faster code compared with a
compiled Prolog program which represents resources by a list structure.

1. Introduction
Linear logic developed by J.-Y. Girard [4] is expected to be applied for various
ﬁelds in computer science. Linear logic is called “resource-conscious” because consumed hypotheses can not be used again. Therefore, in linear logic, a resource can
be represented as a formula rather than represented as a term.
There have been several proposals for logic programming language based on linear
logic: LO [2], ACL [7], Lolli [6][3], Lygon [9][5], and Forum [8]. Lolli a and Lygon b
are implemented as interpreter systems (on SML and λProlog for Lolli, on Prolog for
Lygon). But, none of them have been implemented as a compiler system. BinProlog
5.00 can compile linear implications of aﬃne logic (a variant of linear logic), but other
connectives are not covered [12].
In this paper, we describe an extension of the WAM (Warren Abstract Machine)
[13][1] for a logic programming language called LLP which is a subset of Lolli and
based on intuitionisic linear logic.
The extension of the WAM is mainly for eﬃcient resource management: especially
for resource look-up and deletion. In our design, only one table is maintained to keep
resources during the execution. Looking-up of a resource is done through a hash
a
b
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table. Deletion of a resource is done by just changing the level value stored in the
table.
2. Language
We use the following fragment for LLP where the symbol A represents an atomic
formula, and ~x represents all free variables in the scope.
P ::= C | C ⊗ P
C ::= !∀~x.A | !∀~x.(G ( A)
G ::= 1 | > | A | G1 ⊗ G2 | G1 & G2 | !G | R ( G
R ::= S | !A | R1 ⊗ R2
S ::= A | S1 & S2
P , C, G, R, and S stand for “program”, “clause”, “goal”, “resource”, and “selective
resource” respectively. A program is a (multiplicative) conjunction of clauses. A
clause is either a fact (!∀~x.A) or a rule (!∀~x.(G ( A)). Exponential symbol (!) in
a clause means each clause can be used arbitrary times. A goal is either a logical
constant (1 or >), an atomic formula (A), a conjunction of subgoals (G1 ⊗ G2 or
G1 & G2 ), a compound formula with exponential symbol (!G), or a compound formula
with linear implication (R ( G) where R is a resource formula. A resource formula,
in general, has a form R1 ⊗ R2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Rn (modulo associativity of ⊗) where each Ri
is either A1 & A2 & · · · & Am (modulo associativity of &) or !A. We call resources A
and !A primitive resources.
We use the following notations to write LLP programs corresponding to the above
deﬁnition of formulas.
P ::= C | C P
C ::= A. | A:-G.
G ::= 1 | top | A | G1 ,G2 | G1 &G2 | !G | R-<>G
R ::= S | !A | R1 ,R2
S ::= A | S1 &S2
The order of the operator precedence is “:-”, “-<>”, “&”, “,”, “!” from wider to
narrower.
LLP is based on intuitionisic linear logic, and is a subset of Lolli [6], that is, it
has fewer features. The following formulas can be used in Lolli but not in LLP.
• Resources including linear implications (G ( A).
• Goals and resources including universal quantiﬁers (∀x.G and ∀x.R).
• Compound formulas (& and () in clause heads.
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Our future goal is to cover them.
3. Resource Programming
The fragment of LLP is small, but a superset of Prolog, and it enables various
“resource programming”.
• Atomic goal formula A means resource consumption and program invocation.
All possibilities are examined by backtracking.
• Goal formula R ( G adds resource R and then executes the goal G. R should
be consumed up in G.
• Goal formula G1 ⊗ G2 is similar to conjunctive goal G1 , G2 of Prolog. Resources
consumed in G1 can not be used in G2 .
• Goal formula G1 & G2 is also similar to conjunctive goal G1 , G2 of Prolog. But,
resources are copied before execution, and the same resources should be consumed in G1 and G2 .
• Goal formula !G is just like G, but only !’ed resources (that is, resources of the
form !A) can be consumed during the execution of G.
• Goal formula > means some resources can be remained without consumption.
• Goal formula 1 is similar to ‘true’ of Prolog.
• Resource formula R1 ⊗ R2 means both R1 and R2 are resources.
• Resource formula A1 & · · · & An means exactly one of Ai ’s can be selected as a
resource.
• Resource formula !A means A is an inﬁnite resource (that is, it can be consumed
arbitrary times including 0 times).
The following program (list reverse) uses the resource formula result(Zs) as a
“slot” to return the result from the deepest recursive call of rev. For example, by
the goal reverse([1,2,3],Zs), the slot result(Zs) is added as a resource and the
subgoal rev([1,2,3],[]) is called. At the third recursive call rev([],[3,2,1]),
the resource result(Zs) is consumed and the Zs is uniﬁed with [3,2,1].
reverse(Xs,Zs) :- result(Zs) -<> rev(Xs,[]).
rev([],Zs) :- result(Zs).
rev([X|Xs],Zs) :- rev(Xs,[X|Zs]).

The next is a program to solve N -queen problem. In addition to the utilization
of slots n(N) and result(Q), this program uses the beneﬁt of resource programming,
that is, consumed resource can not be used again. This program maps each column,
each right-up diagonal, and each right-down diagonal to c, u, and d respectively.
Attack check is done automatically by consuming c(j), u(i + j), and d(i − j) when
placing a queen at (i, j) (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Resources in 8-queen program
queen(N,Q) :n(N), result(Q) -<> place(N).
place(1) :c(1),u(2),d(0) -<> n(N), solve(N,[]).
place(I) :I > 1, I1 is I-1, U1 is 2*I, U2 is 2*I-1, D1 is I-1, D2 is 1-I,
(c(I),u(U1),u(U2),d(D1),d(D2) -<> place(I1)).
solve(0,Q) :result(Q), top.
solve(I,Q) :I > 0, c(J), U is I+J, u(U), D is I-J, d(D),
I1 is I-1, solve(I1,[J|Q]).

For example, at the execution of the goal queen(8,Q), the place predicate adds
the resources c(1), . . . , c(8), u(2), . . . , u(16), d(-7), . . . , d(7), then solve(8,[])
is called. The solve predicate ﬁnds a solution by consuming c(j), u(i + j), and
d(i − j) for each row i = 1..8. After placing 8 queens, the result is returned through
the slot result(Q), and remaining resources are erased by the top predicate.
Of course, it is possible to represent resources by a list and use the following
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program to consume a resource.
select([X|Xs],X,Xs).
select([Y|Xs],X,Zs) :- select(Xs,X,Zs).

However, list is a sequential data structure, and we need to scan the list to ﬁnd
a consumable resource. Also reconstruction is needed when we delete some resource
from the list. This is what Lolli interpreter is doing.
4. Resource Management Model
In the execution of the goal G1 ⊗G2 , if we split the resource into two disjoint parts
as deﬁned in the original linear logic system, there occurs a lot of non-determinism.
Hodas and Miller in [6] solved this problem by using IO-model in which each goal
has its input resource and output resource. Output resource of G1 is forwarded to G2
as its input resource.
Before specifying the IO-model of LLP, we deﬁne some relations on R-formulas
(in this section, we treat 1 as a R-formula in addition to the deﬁnition given in the
previous section).
• subcontext(O, I) holds iﬀ
–
–
–
–
–

I
I
I
I
I

= 1 and O = I, or
= !A and O = I, or
= A1 & A2 & · · · & An (modulo associativity of &) and O = I, or
= A1 & A2 & · · · & An and O = 1, or
= I1 ⊗ I2 , O = O1 ⊗ O2 , subcontext(O1 , I1 ), and subcontext(O2 , I2 ).

• pickR(I, O, A) holds iﬀ
–
–
–
–

I
I
I
I

= !A and O = I, or
= A1 & A2 & · · · & An , A = Ai for some i, and O = 1, or
= I1 ⊗ I2 , pickR(I1 , O1 , A), and O = O1 ⊗ I2 , or
= I1 ⊗ I2 , pickR(I2 , O2 , A), and O = I1 ⊗ O2 .

• thinable(O) holds iﬀ
– O = 1, or
– O = !A, or
– O = O1 ⊗ O2 , thinable(O1 ), and thinable(O2 ).
Figure 2 provides a speciﬁcation of the IO-model for the propositional fragment
of LLP. Note that only the propositional fragment is described, it is easy to extend
it to the ﬁrst order.
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P −→ I{1}I

subcontext(O, I)
P −→ I{>}O

!A ∈ P
P −→ I{A}I

!(G ( A) ∈ P P −→ I{G}O
P −→ I{A}O
pickR(I, O, A)
P −→ I{A}O

P −→ I{G1 }M P −→ M {G2 }O
P −→ I{G1 ⊗ G2 }O

P −→ I{G1 }O P −→ I{G2 }O
P −→ I{G1 & G2 }O

P −→ I{G}I
P −→ I{!G}I

P −→ R ⊗ I{G}O0 ⊗ O thinable(O0 )
P −→ I{R ( G}O

Figure 2: IO-model for the propositional LLP
In the sequent P −→ I{G}O, P is a set of clauses (C-formulas), I and O are resources (R-formulas), and G is a goal (G-formula). We also assume subcontext(O, I)
holds when we use the sequent.
The sequent P −→ I{G}O means the execution of G under program P where
I is given as input resource and O is produced as output resource. A computation
of a goal G under program P is considered as a bottom-up and left-to-right proof
search of P −→ 1{G}1. Here, we do not consider programs as resources because our
abstract machine treats them diﬀerently, while Miller and Hodas’s original IO-model
treats them uniformly.
IO-model is very useful as a basic computation model, but there are still some
points which can be improved when its eﬃcient implementation is considered.
• Output resource is reconstructed from input resource by replacing the consumed
place with 1. For example, when p ⊗ q ⊗ r is the input for the goal q, the output
p⊗1⊗r is reconstructed by the pickR predicate. This slows down the execution
speed.
• Multiple resources are kept in memory. For example, in the execution of
G1 & G2 , the input resource I should be kept until the execution of G2 . This
wastes memory.
To improve these points, we propose the following ideas.
• Use of consumption-level which is assigned to each primitive resource in the resource. When a primitive resource is consumed, its consumption-level is changed
6

rather than it is replaced with 1.
• Use of single resource table. Only one table is maintained during the execution.
Before revising the IO-model based on this idea, we introduce some deﬁnitions.
We assign a positive integer (called a consumption-level) for each primitive resource
in R-formula. We use P (`) to denote a primitive resource with consumption-level `.
Informally speaking, under the speciﬁed level L, a primitive resource is consumable
if it is an atomic resource whose level is equal to L, or it is a !’ed resource.
In fact, the consumption-level values for !’ed primitive resources are not necessary, and also those for atomic primitive resources in the same selective resource are
(` )
n)
always the same (that is, `1 = · · · = `n for any A1 1 & · · · & A(`
n ), but we assign the
level value for each primitive resource to describe our abstract machine architecture
precisely.
Now, we need to revise the predicates subcontext, pickR, and thinable for
R-formulas with level values. The predicates subcontext and pickR have two additional arguments L and U where L indicates the level value for consumable primitive
resources (its initial value is 1), and U is the level value to be set after the consumption
(its initial value is maxint, the maximum integer value). The predicate thinable
has one additional argument L.
We also need two new relations change and put to represent changing levels and
putting levels respectively.
• subcontextL,U (O, I) holds iﬀ
–
–
–
–

I
I
I
I

= !A(`) and O = I, or
(`)
= A1 & · · · & A(`)
n and O = I, or
(L)
(U )
)
= A1 & · · · & An(L) and O = A1 & · · · & A(U
n , or
= I1 ⊗I2 , O = O1 ⊗O2 , subcontextL,U (O1 , I1 ), and subcontextL,U (O2 , I2 ).

• pickRL,U (I, O, A) holds iﬀ
–
–
–
–

I
I
I
I

= !A(`) and O = I, or
(L)
(U )
)
= A1 & · · · & An(L) , A = Ai for some i, and O = A1 & · · · & A(U
n , or
= I1 ⊗ I2 , pickRL,U (I1 , O1 , A), and O = O1 ⊗ I2 , or
= I1 ⊗ I2 , pickRL,U (I2 , O2 , A), and O = I1 ⊗ O2 .

• thinableL (O) holds iﬀ
– O = !A(`) , or
(`)
– O = A1 & · · · & A(`)
n and L 6= `, or
– O = O1 ⊗ O2 , thinableL (O1 ), and thinableL (O2 ).
• changeL1 ,L2 (I, O) holds iﬀ
– I = !A(`) and O = I, or
7

P −→L,U I{1}I

subcontextL,U (O, I)
P −→L,U I{>}O

!A ∈ P
P −→L,U I{A}I

!(G ( A) ∈ P P −→L,U I{G}O
P −→L,U I{A}O
pickRL,U (I, O, A)
P −→L,U I{A}O
P −→L,U I{G1 }M P −→L,U M {G2 }O
P −→L,U I{G1 ⊗ G2 }O

P −→L,U −1 I{G1 }M

changeU −1,L+1 (M, N ) P −→L+1,U N {G2 }O

thinableL+1 (O)

P −→L,U I{G1 & G2 }O
P −→L+1,U I{G}O
P −→L,U I{!G}O

putL (R, I 0 ) P −→L,U I 0 ⊗ I{G}O0 ⊗ O
P −→L,U I{R ( G}O

thinableL (O0 )

Figure 3: IO-model with consumption-level for the propositional LLP
(L )

(L )

1)
2)
– I = A1 1 & · · · & A(L
and O = A1 2 & · · · & A(L
n
n , or
– I = I1 ⊗ I2 , O = O1 ⊗ O2 , changeL,U (I1 , O1 ), and changeL,U (I2 , O2 ).

• putL (R, O) holds iﬀ
– R = !A and O =!A(L) , or
(L)
– R = A1 & · · · & An and O = A1 & · · · & A(L)
n , or
– R = R1 ⊗ R2 , O = O1 ⊗ O2 , putL (R1 , O1 ), and putL (R2 , O2 ).
Figure 3 provides a speciﬁcation of the IO-model with consumption-level values.
In the sequent P −→L,U I{G}O, P is a set of clauses, I and O are R-formulas
with consumption-level, G is a goal, and L and U are positive integers. When we use
the sequent, we also assume U is suﬃciently larger than L (that is, U − L is greater
than the number of nesting calls of G1 & G2 and !G), all level values in I and O are
in the ranges 1..L or U..maxint, and subcontextL,U (O, I) holds.
A computation of a goal G under program P is considered as a bottom-up and
left-to-right proof search of P −→1,maxint 1(1) {G}1(1) . In the next section, we
describe an extended WAM based on this computation model.
5. LLP Abstract Machine
In this section, we describe LLPAM (LLP Abstract Machine) which is an extended
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WAM for LLP language.
5.1. Registers
LLPAM has three new registers R, L, and U in addition to P (program pointer),
CP (continuation program pointer), S (structure pointer), H (top of heap), HB (heap
backtrack pointer), E (last environment), B (last choice point), B0 (cut pointer), and
TR (top of trail).
• R: top of resource table
R is an index indicating the top of resource table. It increases when resource is
added, and decreases by backtracking. Its initial value is 0.
• L: consumable level
L is an integer indicating the consumable level of resources. Its initial value is
1.
• U: level of consumed resource
U is an integer for the level of consumed resource. Its initial value is maxint.

5.2. Resource Table
LLPAM has one new data area called RES (resource table) in addition to CODE,
HEAP, STACK, TRAIL, and PDL.
RES is an array of the following record structure (we use non-negative integers for
indices).
record
level: integer;
eflag: Boolean;
head: term;
rellist: term
end;

{
{
{
{

consumption-level }
exponential ﬂag }
resource structure }
related-resources }

The register R points the top of RES. It grows when resource is added by (, and
shrinks by backtracking.
Each entry of RES corresponds to a primitive resource A or !A. The ﬁeld head
contains a pointer to the resource structure A on HEAP (“!” operator is removed for
non-atomic resource !A). The ﬁeld eflag is set to be true if the resource is !A. The
ﬁeld level indicates the consumption-level of the primitive resource.
The ﬁeld rellist is a list of the relative positions of the related resources. Related resources are primitive resources combined with & operators. For example, in
A1 & A2 & A3 , rellist of each Ai is [1, 2], [−1, 1], and [−2, −1] respectively. The
9

level eﬂag head rellist
RES[0]
1
1
p(X)
[]
RES[1]
1
0
q(Y )
[1]
RES[2]
1
0
p(Z) [−1]
Figure 4: Resource table: !p(X) ⊗ (q(Y ) & p(Z))

related resource list is a constant term and can be determined at compilation time
because relative positions are used.
Figure 4 shows the contents of RES after adding !p(X) ⊗ (q(Y ) & p(Z)).
5.3. Code for R ( G
Resource R is added by a goal R ( G. To speed up the resource look-up, R is
decomposed into primitive resources at compilation time.
The outline of the execution of R ( G will be as follows:
(1) Remember the current value of the register R in a permanent variable Yi .
(2) Add all primitive resource in R (suppose there are n primitive resources) to
the resource table (R is increased by n) and add their entries to the hash table
(predicate symbol and the ﬁrst argument are used as the key).
(3) Execute G.
(4) Check there are no remaining resources in R (resources of positions from Yi to
Yi + n − 1 are checked).
(5) Change the consumption-level of each primitive resource of R to a negative
value so that it should not be used later.
The following instructions are used for R ( G.
• begin imp Yi
Remembers R value to a permanent variable Yi.
• add res f /n,Ai,Aj
Adds an atomic resource Ai of f /n to the resource table and the hash table. Aj
is the value for rellist. The value of register L is stored in the level ﬁeld.
• add exp res f /n,Ai
Adds an exponential resource Ai of f /n to the resource table and the hash
table. The rellist is set to [] (empty list). The value of register L is stored in
the level ﬁeld.
• end imp Yi,n
Fails if there is a remaining resource in positions from Yi to Yi+n−1. Otherwise,
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negates their consumption-levels (the negation will be canceled by backtracking).
The following is a code for !p(1) ⊗ (p(2) & p(3)) ( G.
begin imp Y1
put str p/1, A1
set int 1
add exp res p/1, A1
put str p/1, A1
set int 2
put list A2
set int 1
set con []
add res p/1, A1, A2
put str p/1, A1
set int 3
put list A2
set int -1
set con []
add res p/1, A1, A2
Code for G
end imp Y1, 3

% put p(1) to A1
% add !p(1)
% put p(2) to A1
% put [1] to A2
% add p(2)

% put p(3) to A1
% put [−1] to A2

% add p(3)

5.4. Code for G1 & G2
In IO-model, G1 and G2 of G1 & G2 take the same input resource and should
produce the same output resource. In other words, G2 can consume only what is
consumed in G1 and should consume all of them. The similar idea can be found in
[3].
To implement this idea, we assign an integer called consumption-level for each
primitive resource.
We also introduce two new registers L and U. The initial values of L and U are 1
and maxint respectively. L indicates the consumable level. U indicates the level to
be assigned after consumption.
The outline of the execution of G1 & G2 will be as follows:
(1) Decrement U so that we can know which are consumed in G1 .
(2) Execute G1 .
(3) Change the level of consumed resource in G1 to L+1, that is, all resources of
level U is changed to level L+1.
(4) Increment L and U.
(5) Execute G2 .
11

p ⊗(( q & r ) &( s ⊗( t & u )))
1
1
2
2
2
3
↓
↓ % ↓
% ↓
↓ % ↓
U
m
m−2 m−1
m m−1
m
consumption check
2
3, 2
goal
L

Figure 5: Level Transition in p ⊗ ((q & r)&(s ⊗ (t & u)))
(6) Check there are no more remaining resource whose consumption-level is L.
(7) Decrement L.
Figure 5 shows the transitions of level values in the goal p⊗((q & r) &(s⊗(t & u))).
Where m means the maxint, down arrow means the consumption, up-right arrow
means the rewriting of the consumption-level in (3), and values in consumption check
ﬁeld show the consumption-levels to be checked in (6).
The following instructions are used for G1 & G2 .
• begin with
Decrements U.
• mid with
Changes the level of U to L+1 and increments L and U.
• end with
Fails if there is a remaining resource of the level L. Otherwise, decrements L.
The following is a code for p &(q ⊗ (r & s)).
begin with
call p/0
mid with
call q/0
begin with
call r/0
mid with
call s/0
end with
end with
5.5. Code for !G
In the execution of !G, only exponential resources can be consumed. Again, the
consumption-level can be used to implement it.
The outline of the execution of !G will be as follows:
12

(1) Increment L so that only exponential resources can be consumed during G.
(2) Execute G.
(3) Decrement L.
The following instructions are used for !G.
• begin bang
Increments L.
• end bang
Decrements L.
The following is a code for !(p ⊗ q).
begin bang
call p/0
call q/0
end bang

5.6. Code for >
The execution of > arises non-determinism because subcontext has a lot of
possibilities. Therefore, we deﬁne the operational semantics of > as follows, although
it is not complete.
• top
Consumes all consumable resources.
Consuming some consumable resources is the correct way. The treatment in [3]
or [9, 5] should be considered for the complete handling of >.
5.7. Code for Atomic Goals
Goal A means resource consumption and predicate invocation (all possibilities are
examined by backtracking). The outline of the execution of A will be as follows:
(1) Extract a list of possibly uniﬁable primitive resources from the hash table (predicate symbol and the ﬁrst argument are used as the key).
(2) For each primitive resource P in the list, try the following. After the failure of
all trials, invoke the predicate A.
(3) Backtrack if P is not consumable.
(4) Unify A with P . Backtrack if the uniﬁcation fails.
(5) Update the consumption level of P and its related resources to U if P is an
atomic resource.
13

The consumability of a primitive resource P of level M can be checked as follows:
• Atomic resource P is consumable iﬀ M = L.
• Non-atomic resource P (that is, P = !A) is consumable iﬀ 1 ≤ M ≤ L.
We use a special built-in predicate res/2 for the above procedure to make the
implementation easy.
The res/2 might be invoked from the call p/n instruction (also execute p/n)
when there is a resource for p/n. The ﬁrst argument A1 is set to the structure A, and
the second argument A2 is set to the list of indices of resources for p/n.
The res/2 scans the list A2 to ﬁnd a consumable primitive resource which is
uniﬁable with A1. If there are no such resource, it calls A1.
The following is the program of res/2.
res/2:
L1 :

L2 :
L3 :

try me else L3
get consumable X3,A2
update cpf A2
update cpf BP L2
unify resource X3,A1
proceed
retry L1
trust me
exec program indirect A1

The instructions used in res/2 are as follows.
• get consumable Ai,Aj
Finds an index value of consumable resource from the list Aj. Fails if there are
no consumable resources. Ai is set to the index value. The value of Aj is also
updated.
• unify resource Ai,Aj
Uniﬁes the resource RES[Ai] with Aj. If it succeeds, consume the resource
RES[Ai].
• update cpf Ai
Updates the value of Ai in the current choice point frame.
• update cpf BP L
Updates the value of BP in the current choice point frame.

5.8. Backtracking
To recover the old state on backtracking, we need to do the following.
• Register values R, L, and U are stored on each choice point frame.
14
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Figure 6: Execution time of N -queen (all solutions)
• Resource addition should be trailed.
• Each level change should be trailed.
6. Performance Evaluation
Currently we are developing a compiler system. A prototype compiler system has
been developed, in which the compiler is written in SICStus Prolog, and the LLPAM
emulator is written in C.
We use N -queen program (all solutions) as a benchmark. A Prolog program
representing resources by a list is used for comparison (see Figure 7). This is almost
equivalent with a partially evaluated program of Lolli interpreter described in [6].
Only the subcontext predicate is modiﬁed to improve the speed.
The prototype compiler generates 25 times faster code for 8-queen compared with
the Prolog program (compiled to the WAM compact code by SICStus Prolog version
2.1) which spends about 90% of the time for resource management (in bc/4 and
pickR/3).
Figure 6 and Table 1 show the CPU times on LLP compiler system and Prolog
compiler system.
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queen(N,Q,R0,R) :place(N,[n(N),result(Q)|R0],[1,1|R]).
place(1,R0,R) :proveA([c(1),u(2),d(0)|R0],R1,n(N)),
solve(N,[],R1,[1,1,1|R]).
place(I,R0,R) :I > 1, I1 is I-1,
U1 is 2*I, U2 is 2*I-1,
D1 is I-1, D2 is 1-I,
place(I1,[c(I),u(U1),u(U2),d(D1),d(D2)|R0],[1,1,1,1,1|R]).
solve(0,Q,R0,R) :proveA(R0,R1,result(Q)), subcontext(R,R1).
solve(I,Q,R0,R) :I > 0, proveA(R0,R1,c(J)),
U is I+J, proveA(R1,R2,u(U)),
D is I-J, proveA(R2,R3,d(D)),
I1 is I-1, solve(I1,[J|Q],R3,R).
proveA(I,O,A) :- pickR(I,M,R), bc(M,O,A,R).
bc(I,I,A,A).
bc(I,O,A,(R1&R2)) :- bc(I,O,A,R1); bc(I,O,A,R2).
pickR([!R|I],[!R|I],R).
pickR([R|I],[1|I],R) :- \+ R=(!T).
pickR([S|I],[S|O],R) :- pickR(I,O,R).
subcontext([1|O],[R|I]) :- !, subcontext(O,I).
subcontext([S|O],[S|I]) :- !, subcontext(O,I).
subcontext([],[]).

Figure 7: Prolog program used for the comparison
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N
8
9
10
11
12
13

LLP
Prolog
seconds (ratio) seconds (ratio)
1.5
(1.0)
40.9 (26.6)
6.4
(1.0)
195.6 (30.4)
28.4
(1.0)
974.7 (34.3)
138.0
(1.0) 5421.8 (39.3)
741.2
(1.0)
4166.4
(1.0)

Table 1: Execution time of N -queen (all solutions)

7. Conclusion and Future Works
The prototype compiler generates 25 times faster code compared with a Prolog
program which represents resources as a list. This means the resource management
method of LLPAM is 25 times faster compared with the method representing resource
as a compound term (e.g. a list).
We are planning the following enhancements.
• Handling > by using >-ﬂags described in [3].
• Allowing G ( A as a resource formula by adding body ﬁeld in RES table. The
ﬁeld value will be a pointer to a compiled code (a kind of closure).
• Putting R, L, and U in each environment frame so that we can do the last-calloptimization for R1 ( G1 , G1 & G2 , and !G.
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